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Welcome to the world of competitive armwrestling! Strong Arm Tactics features training advice,
technical demonstrations and empirically supported methods for developing strength, speed
and endurance. Some of the best armwrestlers in the world share the secrets to their success in
this burgeoning international sport.
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seminar in Seoul, South Korea. My dear friend Seung-Min Bae, a graduate of the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill, asked me if I would put together some training materials for the
athletes in attendance. As a former editor and journalist, I figured I would have no trouble with
the task. That was when I truly discovered how difficult it is to communicate armwrestling
technique via the written word. Bae urged me to publish the work but I decided there was a lot
more to write.PrefaceWelcome to the world of armwrestling. Before we get started on our
journey into this fun, exciting and rewarding sport together, I want to let you know there are
conflicting beliefs regarding the best training methods for armwrestling. Most armwrestlers have
had to climb to the summit of the sport via trial and error, asking other armwrestlers about their
training modalities in order to discern what method works best for them.This often begs the
question: which method is best? The truth is that there is not enough empirical evidence to
support a specific training regimen for armwrestling so I guess you are just going to have to
either put this book down or trust me. Of course I am half-kidding. While there are no formal
studies to reference designed specifically for armwrestling training, there is a lot of information
available from other studies of exercise science that can be very useful.Go out to a tournament,
ask around for yourself and I am sure you will hear at least ten different answers about the best
methods. Guys will tell you about some bizarre exercises they believe have worked wonders for
them but it is often the power of their beliefs rather than the exercises that is the reason for their
success. It is just like the centenarian who tells the news reporter that the secret to her longevity
is eating one food on a consistent basis, like grapes. Many other people have grapes as a staple
of their diet and never make it close to 105 years.So what is the key? You guessed it. A lot of
success on the armwrestling table can be attributed to psychological factors, namely self-
efficacy, the belief that you are capable. In any one-on-one sport, confidence in your training and
technique and the ability to refrain from believing the other person is better are central to your
success. In the same way that sports teams respond to a more confident coach, individuals
respond most positively on the field of athletic play if they are confident in their team and most
importantly, in themselves (Fetz, Short & Sullivan, 2008). On the armwrestling table, you are the
only man on the team and often will not have a coach. Therefore, you must have a high level of
self-efficacy and determination.Before you commit yourself to a training regimen, you have to
understand a few things. First of all, almost everyone that starts armwrestling experiences
tendon pain. This pain can last for a couple of weeks when you first begin but after a while tends
to subside two-to-three days after training. Also, though it sounds like a paradox, the second day
after training usually brings more pain than the first. For example, if you train on a Saturday, you
will no doubt be sore on Sunday. You will be in more pain on Monday; believe it!In my experience
training armwrestlers, after repeated exposure to armwrestling training, you should be able to lift
or train three days after practice. This can make it difficult to devise a good split routine, though I
give some suggestions in this book. Here’s another tip: throwing a ball in the days after
armwrestling training would be ill advised. Take my word for it. You do not want to find that one
out for yourself! The pain is enough to reduce you to tears. Scared? I hope not.Furthermore, it



takes time and a lot of patience to succeed in armwrestling. Understand that it can be a very
uncomfortable and awkward activity. I like to think of the hand, arm, shoulder, back and core as a
team. They are like a human chain (bear with me). As a football coach, I get to watch teams gel
from the first day of training. On day one, we cannot even get through pre-workout stretching as
a team. By the last game of the season, we work together harmoniously in every facet of the
game from the pregame warm-ups through forming a perfect line in the middle of the field after
the game to shake hands with the players on the other team. This is often referred to as “team
synergy.”Armwrestling is the physical embodiment of the principle of synergy, namely that the
whole is greater than the sum of its parts. It will take time before the aforementioned components
of your body will work together effectively on the table as well. It can take months before you feel
coordinated and fluid on the table and years to learn to shift your body and weight correctly,
especially if you do not focus on it during training.At this point you might be thinking: “James, you
never satisfactorily answered the initial question about the best training modalities.” That is
because there are different training methods utilized in armwrestling and each has proven
effective to me in my own (albeit informal) research. Training for armwrestling in that way is kind
of like differing religions; they can be viewed as alternate paths to same goal and take a lot of
faith. Even the greatest armwrestlers like Devon Larratt of Canada use mixed methods of training
to advance. So I ask you in this introduction for your trust and faith that I have worked tirelessly to
bring you the most effective exercises and techniques as well as training advice from some of
the best armwrestlers in the history of the sport.1 - The BasicsTo understand the armwrestling
terminology used in this book, one must first understand the basic armwrestling moves: the
toproll, the hook and the press. Some more experienced armwrestlers will read this and say
“there are a lot more moves than that!” And they would be right. However, all of these other
techniques have their roots in these three moves so let’s introduce them.The toproll: When I first
began armwrestling, a professional armwrestler from New Hampshire named Badger Drewes
described a toproll maneuver to me in the following way: “pretend there is a fire in your shirt
pocket and you are holding a shot-glass full of water in your competing hand. Use that water to
put out the fire.” My response in my best Forrest Gump voice: “I am not wearing a shirt with
pockets.” You can imagine the look on his face. I am glad Badger has a sense of humor.Yet since
that day back in 1998, I have trained so many armwrestlers how to toproll and I always initially
describe the move the same way. Your fingers are essentially cupped firmly without squeezing
when you are grabbing an opponent’s hand.Next photo: Flat and firm grip:When you grab your
opponent’s hand you want to be careful not to squeeze too hard as this can compromise your
wrist strength. Flatten or cup your fingers on the back of your opponent’s hand in a way where
their thumb knuckle is visible to the referee.Toprolling then appears like you are pouring a glass
with one hand toward your opposite shoulder. The key is to be able to keep your body together,
moving in sync toward the winning side. Your arm stays tighter than a 90-degree angle Stay
Tight!Pictured next: Professional armwrestler Michael Bianchi grabbing my hand and keeping a
tight lock between his fist and his competing shoulder. Also, his shoulder is square to the table



and aligned behind his fist.Your shoulder stays aligned with your hand and wrist. As your body
falls to the winning side, the knee on the leg of your non-competing side (e.g. if you are
competing with your right arm I would be referring to your left knee) bends downward with your
foot facing outside of the table frame. Understand that much of armwrestlingis predicated on
keeping your body rigid and moving as one piece. Therefore, momentum toward the pinning side
of the table is vital. You do not want to stop your own momentum with a stiff leg. Remove
ImpedimentsPictured next: I am demonstrating body position in a toproll. Ensure that you do not
stiffen the leg on your non-competing side. Allow for your knee to bend and keep your foot
pointed toward where the referee would be standing. This will allow your body to fall fluidly while
executing a pin. Also, notice that my left elbow is not contacting the table in order to refrain from
impeding my own momentum.You want to make sure that your “off-hand” (or non-competing
hand), sometimes referred to as the “peg hand,” pushes firmly off the peg and the elbow on your
non-competing arm does not contact the table as you work your way down for a pin.A stiff knee
and a trapped elbow on your non-competing side will impede your momentum and can be the
difference between winning and losing a match. Push and PullFollowing picture: Toproll form can
be difficult for a taller competitor like Michael Bianchi. Notice that Michael is pushing off of the
peg with his opposite hand while he pulls back with his competing arm. His right foot is under the
table pushing off of the frame while his left leg is pointed toward the where the referee would be
standing.Another point regarding body mechanics: effective toprollers drive their competing-side
hip (e.g. right hip if you are competing with your right arm) into the table and often push off the
ground or the frame with their competing or “plant leg.” The day after a tournament I could almost
gauge how well I armwrestled by the size of the bruise on my hip. If I was driving my hip into the
table a lot, I knew I that I got off some good starts (often referred to as “hits”) on my
opponents.Digging the HipPictured next: A demonstration of how to dig your hip into the table.
Wedge your hip underneath the surface of the table and push off of your plant leg. Contract your
lower back and oblique muscles.While toprolling, you want to control or incapacitate your
opponent’s hand and wrist, simultaneously pulling backward and sideways. The goal is to open
your opponent’s arm up so that his hand is further from his shoulder. Ideally, the opponent’s
hand will open up and his or her wrist will flop backward prior to secure the pin. The following
picture sequence: Jason Otto (Left) demonstrates the toproll from start to finish with Robert
Miller (right).2 - Basic HookingHooking seems to be the most natural of armwrestling
movements. How many times have you seen two regular guys armwrestling where they each
blame the other for “bending” their wrists? In actuality, they are both likely forcing this movement.
Oftentimes, the hook looks like one opponent curling his or her wrist deeply downward and just
leaning sideways toward the pin pad.The most rudimentary way that I can describe the hook is
that it occurs when you curl your wrist downward, attempt to reduce your opponent’s leverage
through hand and arm positioning and move toward the pin pad. As mentioned previously, there
are many variations of a hook and ways to keep your opponent out of an optimal position that will
be reviewed in later chapters.Hooking 101: In the following sequence I (pictured below right)



demonstrate the hook with Robert Miller (below left). Steps go from left to right and proceed
below.I try to keep the same foot placement when I hook as when I toproll, only because I do not
want to give my initial step away. As you advance in the sport, you realize that pro armwrestlers
are adept at picking up cues of what technique their opponent plans to employ. Aslight turning of
the palm, tensing of the pinky and ring finger or turning of the competing shoulder can all give
away an opponent’s intention to hook. Pictured next: If an opponent sets up like I (on right) am in
with their palm carved under, right shoulder turned slightly in and their palm facing inward on the
peg it is an indication that they are intending on hooking.A huge difference between the body
mechanics of a hook and a toproll lies within what you do with your non-competing arm. As
mentioned earlier, toprollers often like to push off the peg firmly with the palm on their non-
competing hand, using triceps pressure. When hooking, you want to picture doing a chest fly
motion, where you are tensing up the bicep, lattisimus dorsi (lat) and pectoral on your non-
competing side and imagine pulling the peg toward the center of your chest. The following
sequence demonstrates this chest fly motion:Tournament hook matches tend to take longer to
win and exert more energy. With that said, the most fun I have ever had on the armwrestling table
has been during long hook matches. In later chapters I will review exercises that help endurance
for long hook matches. In this section on the basics, it is more important to understand body
mechanics during a long hook match. Many armwrestlers get stuck in a losing position in a hook
where they feel like they are solely using bicep and anterior deltoid power to keep their opponent
from pinning them. In this position, it is important to focus on trying to get your shoulder behind
your hand and wrist.
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John "Jokabug" Oka, “Must read for all levels of armwrestlers. Armwrestling has been a passion
of mine for over 50 years. From the days of Petaluma with Wide World of Sports, to present day
coverage on IG, Youtube, etc.This is a must read for all levels of armwrestlers. James covers
technique down to the smallest detail and then gives you exercises to strengthen each
movement.If you wish to someday be a Champion armwrestler, it is a must read. If you wish to
beat that one guy at the jobsite, this will get you there. If you just love the sport, you will
thoroughly enjoy this book.”

Joe Sullivan, “Extremely thorough and thought out. This book is much more than I ever expected
for the price. The information packed in this book will get anyone on the road to success in arm
wrestling with descriptions on technique, exercises and ways to recover and avoid injury. I could
not put it down as soon as it was loaded to my device. I look forward to learning more and
applying the massive amount of information that James Retarides has put into this. I had the
pleasure to compete with James in a grip sport competition this past weekend in Ohio. He was a
great guy that was eager to show me techniques in between our competition lifting, as he knew I
am interested in making the transition. World class arm wrestlers, grip athlete and guy! BUY
THE BOOK! You won’t regret it!Joe Sullivan”

Josh Dale, “Not your daddy's ebook. Although I've never met James Retarides in person, we've
chatted on FB, we know a lot of the same people, and we seem to get along pretty well on the
Internet. He's a fellow armwrestler and I think his message board posts are funny, so in all
honesty I bought the book to support a friend and fellow puller and didn't expect much. I've
bought enough ebooks at this price point to where if I learn one thing, I call it a win. That said,
this book is a STEAL! I was blown away not only with the quality of the information but the
formatting and the clear and concise explainations. Trying to explain armwrestling to someone
via pictures and written words is a steep task and I was able to pick up the book and
successfully implement two of the techniques at a tournament the week after finishing it. Keep in
mind, I didn't even practice between completing the book and the tournament because I was
resting up.There is a wealth of information in this book so unless you're a mult-time WAF champ,
I'd recommend you pick it up because you will definitely learn something new. I've been pullin
since late 2008, have competed in GripSport since 2005, and have been lifting weights for
almost 20 years and there were several exercises that I'd never seen. For example, the up
pressure shoulder exercise he describes is a gem and I'd be shocked if anyone but your most
experienced pullers had ever even heard of it. I also really enjoyed James' section on mental
preparation. I hate resting up as I truly love working out but I know it's necessary to be
successful. Since I couldn't train my body this last week, I decided to "train my focus" by
concentrating on excerpts from this section and visualizing strategies for expected opponents.



I've often heard that the best athletes can turn their focus on and off so as to not wear
themselves out but people talk about it as if it's an immutable trait. I felt like James' book gave
me a foundation on how to develop not only my focus but wire in an on/off switch. I HIGHLY
recommend this book to anyone that armwrestles and in my opinion the only thing more
essential for training is an armwrestling table.Josh Dale”

Doug Link, “Great value.. Great book. I found this book extremely good value for money. Not
only is it jam packed with a wide range of information from arm wrestling moves to strength
conditioning it is also a very engaging read. i never write a bad review for a book because if I
dont like it I remain silent, but if I do write a review it means I really like it. Id even recommend
this book for more advanced arm wrestlers not just beginners. Why? Well, because its a very
good read thats why.”

Barry Siragusa, “A great resource.. This book explains, in detail, the myriad of techniques-- both
on the table and in training-- that must be mastered to become (or remain) competitive. The
author describes technique in a way that actually conveys the information without being overly
complicated. He displays formidable knowledge without writing "hey everyone, look how much I
know!"”

Alex Kamza, “A Great Read!. This is a must have book for the aspiring armwrestler. I'm an ACSM
certified personal trainer who has had the chance to train with some of the world's best
armwrestlers and athletes such as Devon Larratt, Eric Spoto and Allen Fisher. With that being
said, Strong Arm Tactics is the real deal.If you are an armwrestler who doesn't have a high level
mentor or training partner in the sport, this book is pure gold. Reading, understanding and
implementing James ideas will help steer you in the right direction when it comes to building a
good foundation in the sport.The bottom line is that I see Strong Arm Tactics as being
informative to armwrestlers on every level, so get it and enjoy it, I know I did.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great resource for all Strength athletes!. This the best written treatment
on arm wrestling I have found. Clear and specific writing style that is supplemented with useful
photographs. Not only will Tactics uplift you to arm wrestling fluency, but for the general strength
trainee, your arm training will never be the same again. As a powerlifter/strongman competitor,
my arm training was relegated to some tricep pushdowns and Hammer curls 'if I had time/
energy.' Learning the exercises in Tactics has me exited to train arms again!”

Stuart Whelan, “Great book. Great book, very detailed. Must have for someone starting out in
the sport. I still go back to it for reference”

Cliente Ebook Library, “A great book!. A great book, I'm very very satisfacted!I recommend it
sincerely. James Retarides is a person of great experience! :)”



ruchir luthra, “Five Stars. This book is a must for every arm wrestler, exceptional rating from me.”

The book by Clark Night has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 56 people have provided feedback.
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